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If you type your 
search term 
here, you are 
searching all 
databases; 
whereas our 
focus is on 
WoS only 

If you wish to browse the list of journals  arranged in 
alphabetical order, you may click on one of the 
databases below related to your field.  (pls reconfirm 
by checking the master journal list) 

Please scroll 
down the list 
to search for 
journals 
indexed by  
WoS ( next 
slide) 
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Please refer only 
to the lists with 
an indication of 
(Web of Science) 

1. 

2. 

3. Continue … 

1729 titles as at  25 March 2013 

8628 titles as at 25 March 2013 

3125 titles as at 25 March 2013 



If you input a search term in  “SEARCH OUR MASTER 
JOURNAL LIST” , you are searching all searchable 
databases in Master Journal List. UM only focus on WoS 

 



E.g. 1. Start your search by MASTER JOURNAL LIST. Please make sure 

that you know the exact journal title. 

Step 1: Inputting “Contemporary Politics” as  
Search Terms 

Step 2: Select Search Type as “Full Journal 
Title” . You may search by ISSN  or Title 
Word.  

Note:  
There is an inconsistency in indexing journal title by Thomson with the word ‘AND’. 

Sometimes index by spell out in full, sometimes the ‘AND’ is indexed as ‘&’ 

Step 3: Click ‘Search’ 



Search Result: 
 There is a journal matched your request.  

 (Pls check the publisher & ISSN of the journal accordingly) 

Step 4. Pls click on ‘Coverage’ to find out whether 
the journal is indexed in WoS databases. In this 
case, Social Sciences Citation Index  is one of the 
WoS databases 



E.g. 2. Start another search by MASTER JOURNAL LIST 

Step 1: Inputting “journal of applied 
sciences” as Search Terms    

Step 2: Select Search Type as “Full Journal 
Title” . You may search by ISSN  or Title 
Word.  

Step 3: Click ‘Search’ 



Search Result: 

 There is a journal matched your request 

 (Pls check the publisher & ISSN of the journal accordingly) 

Step 4. Pls click on ‘Coverage’ to find out whether 
the journal is indexed in WoS databases. In this 
case, Zoological Record is NOT one of the WoS 
databases 



E.g. 3. Start your search by Science Citation Index Expanded 

(SCIE) (scroll down Journal Lists for Searchable Databases, the 

interface is the same for the other 2 WoS databases) 

Step 1. Click on Science Citation Index 
Expanded (Web of Science), this interface 
will be shown 

Step 2. Start searching / viewing 
with the search options given 

If you know the title of the journal, click 
search to verify whether it is indexed 

Viewing / Browsing a list of all journals in 
SCIE arranged in alphabetical order 

Check on how the coverage of the journal changes  

Locate the journals indexed in 
your field (further explanation in 
the following slide) 



Step 3. Click on “VIEW SUBJECT CATEGORY ” 

Step 4. Click here to get a drop-down menu – Subject category  



Step 6. Click “VIEW 
JOURNAL LIST”, and the 
list of journals will be 
shown in alphabetical order 

Click “VIEW SCOPE NOTES” if 
you wish to read the category 
description 

Next slide is the result of  

clicking on “VIEW SCOPE 

NOTES”  

Step 5. Scroll down the list and 
select a field. For example, you 
would like to find out the journals  
indexed in “NEUROSCIENCES” 
category 

List of journals indexed 



VIEW 
SCOPE 
NOTES 




